CEE EWR Seminar

Fri Aug 30, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Faculty Introductions
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Sep 6, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Faculty Introductions
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Sep 13, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Larry Thompson VT Libraries
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Sep 20, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Mentee training
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Sep 27, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - No Seminar (School Closed at 3 p.m. for a football game)
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Oct 4, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - None (Fall Break)
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Oct 11, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Karen Dannemiller - Ohio State
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Oct 18, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Xiaofeng Liu (Strom Hosting)
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Oct 25, 2019

2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar-Alasdair Cohen
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland
CEE EWR Seminar

Fri Nov 1, 2019
2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Mark Philbrick DOE (He Hosting)
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Nov 8, 2019
2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar - Jeff Chanat USGS
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Nov 15, 2019
2:30pm - 3:30pm  Randall Lecture - Chuck Haas. Drexel University
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Nov 22, 2019
2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar-None (Enjoy your turkey)
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Dec 6, 2019
2:30pm - 3:30pm  EWR Seminar-Jen Irish
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland

Fri Jan 24, 2020
2:30pm - 3:30pm  Francois Perreault - Arizona State (Vikesland hosting)
Calendar: CEE EWR Seminar
Created by: Peter Vikesland